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Wavefront International releases Global Impact 1.0 for iPhone/iPod touch
Published on 05/20/09
Colorado based Wavefront International today released Global Impact 1.0, their world-view
fact comparison utility for iPhone and iPod touch. Specifically developed to take
advantage of the iPhone's unique capabilities and interface, Global Impact features
dramatic worldwide facts, all presented in five different time perspectives. The user
simply clicks on Year, Month, Week, Day or Now button, and the facts are presented in
chart and number form for easy comparisons.
Boulder, Colorado - Wavefront International today released Global Impact 1.0, their
world-view fact comparison utility for iPhone and iPod touch. Specifically developed to
take advantage of the iPhone's unique capabilities and interface, Global Impact features
dramatic worldwide facts, all presented in five different time perspectives. The user
simply clicks on Year, Month, Week, Day or Now button, and the facts are presented in
chart and number form for easy comparisons.
One of Global Impact's most prolific features is its ability to quickly make world-view
comparisons. What is the world oil production versus that of natural gas production? How
does that compare to tobacco production? How many spam emails are sent versus genuine
emails? Is this a problem? Do more people die from cancer or cardiovascular disease? How
do they rank compared to say, traffic accident deaths?
Feature Topics include:
* World Environment
* Natural Resources
* Population
* Economy
* Drugs
* And More
Perfect for social setting or group functions alike, Global Impact is simple, easy to read
and understand. Whether the user prefers charts or numbers, both are presented and updated
over ten times a second. The application sports visually appealing and dynamic charts for
each category. View bar graphs to easily observe which numbers have the greatest impact
and magnitude of global change. Users may quickly change categories by simply swiping the
screen in either direction. Global Impact includes a handy quick start guide, and links
are provided for more resources and information on topics of interest.
System Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone and iPod touch (2nd generation)
* Requires iPhone 2.2 software update
* iPhone and iPod touch OS 3.0 Ready
Pricing and Availability:
Global Impact 1.0 for iPhone is only $0.99 (USD) and available exclusively through Apple's
App Store.
Wavefront International:
http://www.gotowfi.com/
Global Impact 1.0:
http://gotowfi.com/lvl3/apps-globalimpact.html
Download and Purchase:
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http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=315716495&mt=8
Screenshot:
http://gotowfi.com/graphics/apps-globalimpact-more1.jpg
Application Icon:
http://gotowfi.com/graphics/apps-globalimpact.jpg

Located in beautiful Boulder, Colorado, Wavefront International LLC is a privately held
company founded in 2008 by Tony Cline. Wavefront's mission is to pursue a passion in
guiding and empowering their customers with novel and innovative goods and services aimed
solely at enhancing the quality of their lives, and strive to offer a balanced approach
that address the needs of all of their customers. The goods and services delivered will
reflect this passion without compromise. Copyright 2008-2009 Wavefront International LLC.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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